Getting started with
in 3 steps

Enter search term(s)
into the search box

1
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View a preview / summary by
hovering over the title, which
will appear in the third column.
Click on the title to be taken to
the resource.

2

Refine results by date;
discipline; content type
and more!

Refining your search…
Select options from the menu on the left-hand side of the results screen to refine your search. A
popular choice for limiting your results is to select items that are available with Full Text Online,
especially if you are working from off-campus and want to access information straight away on
your screen.
You can also refine your results by Content Type, which is again useful when looking for a
specific type of resource, such as a Journal Article.

You can view a full list of all discipline areas covered by clicking on More. From there you can
then select the specific disciplines which you want to search within to make your results more
specific.

Use the slider to change the Publication Date range of results, which can help to find more
current resources.

Remember: you can add more keywords / search terms to narrow down your search too.

Searching tips…
Combining keywords using AND, OR, NOT
Using AND will narrow a search. Connecting more words with AND will result in fewer and more specific results, as the
search engine will only find items which include all keywords eg:

Using OR will broaden a search. Linking similar words with OR will retrieve items which contain either or both keywords
eg:
Using NOT narrows a search as it excludes items which contain a specific keyword eg:

Phrase searching and using wildcards
Putting double quotation marks around a set of words will tell the search engine to search for those words in that exact
order, which can again result in fewer and more specific results eg:

Using wildcards helps to find alternative spellings and word endings:
•

The question mark will match one character and can be useful for finding articles with both British and American
spellings eg: organi?ation will find both organisation and organization.

•

The asterisk at the end of a word with match all word endings eg: adver* will find advert, adverts, advertisement/s,
advertising etc.

Using Advanced Search
Use the Advanced Search screen when you want to be more specific about your search. For example, you can search
for items by a specific author, or you can search for your keyword/s within a specific journal title eg:

Saved items can then be
emailed from this search folder

Printing, saving and referencing
Click on the folder icon next to the title to
save an item to a temporary folder

Click on Cite to view and email the reference

